The True Path
The last issue – the Feng Shui edition – was unfortunately based on
unsound premises; fortunately, in this issue, we return to the true path.
Further research has revealed that Feng Shui is based on at least two
contradictory schemes for discovering the significance of geographical
forms.
As it is written in the ‘Amber Book of Odds’ – ‘To build a system on
contradictory premises is like trying to weave gunpowder tea – Therefore
the sage returns to the sauce.’ Consequently, the figure of Peregrine
Wildblood in Crossing Boundaries has been re-identified as Lao Tzu – the
Master of the Path – who according to Confucius (no really!) – resembles
a dragon as in the last route in the book.

ROUTE 1 - LAO TZU

ROUTE 12 - DRAGON

These two routes are based on Bath Ales pubs, a fact which leads us to
the conclusion that the path to enlightenment requires copious amounts
of clear bitter beer rather than sour cloudy cider. Therefore, the
proposed cider month has been postponed to make room for an
Oktoberfest based around two new Bath Ales pubs.
Further highlights will be a vampire hunt from the Golden Heart and a
couple of samples from the new book – title undecided as yet.
In November, we will try out the Royal in Portishead as the
Beerinthevening website prefers it to the Windmill. We return to the
Waldegrave Arms after a long absence for our run up the Mendips (good
food apparently).
We conclude the list with a severe test of the smoking ban!

The White Horse at Hambrook

SOME THOUGHTS ON THE
SUMMER PUB SERIES ’07- Rob Hicks
Another summer has flown by, another race
series completed and the prospect of night
running, and all that winter promises will soon
be upon us.
In running, like in much of life we spend our
time blinkered by what’s next.

The Wrington race offered its usual rock steady
start to the series.
It probably isn’t anyone’s favourite route in the
series, favourite pub of the series, and seldom
offers the best running conditions – yet it
guarantees success.

No sooner is one race run, than another entered.
One PB set, another targeted. One 10 mile
training run completed, we look forward to 12
next time.

And bluebells

Why not?

It’s not just a case of running because we can,
but a case of not being able not to.

Casting my mind back I recall a warm welcome
from the new landlord, excellent club
sandwiches and a bit of head scratching as Chris
and I were forced to re-route a section due to
chronic damage to a stretch of footpath in the
woods after heavy machinery had churned up the
usual route.

So why put on Races?

I missed the Burrington Race.

Does it make sense to forfeit 4 summer evenings,
4 club nights we could be out ourselves in vest
and shorts, not high-vis jackets?

John stepped in, wangling an early finish from
work to set the course.

We are runners: sportsmen and women; and
these urges aren’t usually optional, more a
compulsion.

And car parking.
And don’t underestimate either of those.

Runners have to be selfish, or at least to be the
best runner, you can be, you have to be selfish.

The Blaster route has many positives; classic
multi terrain offering something for everyone. A
tough uphill start, a mile of road some bone
shaking descents, and at its highest point you can
guarantee at anytime of year someone will loose
a shoe as laces are tested in the permanent bog.

Yet we do put on races.

Dundry was the highlight of the series.

What the club achieves on those 4 summer
evenings from April to August is huge.

A revised route, which simply reversed the first
loop created a brutal, soul destroying, energy
sapping first climb which stretched for over a
mile through uncut, boggy fields.

Probably not.
Running is a selfish sport.

To do it with the resources we have takes both
effort and commitment.
Off the top of my head I cannot think of another
local club who stage 5 different races, on 4
different courses in a year.
Certainly no smaller club.
This series drew the largest number of preentries yet.
A case of runners getting evermore organised?
Or just a result of evermore women racing?
I’m frequently told the fairer sex is the most
organised…

Images of the quicker men foaming at the mouth
like thoroughbred horses (or rabid dogs) as they
approached the top will stay with me as even the
fittest were pushed hard.
The finish was also improved and Chris will be
satisfied with the reaction of competitors.
The race now ends at the back of the car parking
field offering a breath taking view across Bristol
– for those who have any breath left to take.
Finally the epic Compton Dando.

The inn has recently changed into a modern,
thoughtfully decorated, expensively furnished
gastro style pub.
We were warmly welcomed, but I felt less
comfortable in the new surroundings than
previous years. Probably not as uncomfortable as
the young man who didn’t appear to have a
change of clothes and sat in damp, muddy kit to
eat his meal.
The series closed with the usual fun, informal
prize giving in the garden under failing light.
Anthony gave prizes to over a third of the field.
For results and times go to the web site.
Some good performances by the quicker women
set at least one course record.
Vito is still the man to beat, although injuries
have kept his margins of victory down this year.
BADTRI and Bath AC have introduced some
new faces to the series and produced some good
results.
Closer to home, young Patrick has shown
potential in his first season in a TACH vest.
Watch this space…
A mention must also go to the other Patrick.
We are used to Mr Winston racing, but this year
he has acknowledged the needs of the club for
members to support and has done an excellent
job sweeping the courses.
John will tell you what a crap job it can be, left
with armfuls of canes and tape, finishing in the
dark, last to get a beer. Patrick has done it with a
smile on his face – thank you.
Other noteworthy help (in no particular order)
has come from some newer faces. Jane, and her
charming children, and Paul (camera in hand)
have shown great enthusiasm on the course.
Dicky (young Patrick’s Dad) – must be one of
the most helpful men I have met. Andy, not
forgotten back in the pub has number crunched,
and spread sheeted brilliantly. PK, 5 days after
the birth of his son Isaac, left mum, Michelle and
baby to give crucial help at Compton Dando.
Michelle has since insisted he marshal every
forthcoming TACH race… and Weston AC, and
Somer AC….and Nailsea…
We also have some loyal servants who I don’t
think missed one race this year; Pete Brown,
Sue, Chris and Libby, Jan and Ant.

Jan did loads of work behind the scenes. The
maps, photos, wine (sometimes!) and emails to
remind us to turn up don’t magically appear –
but are so important.
If I’ve forgotten you: sorry!
The danger with thanking lots of people is the
risk you miss somebody.
Most of our club members and some very good
friends who are not members helped at some
point.
Finally to next year…
We need to look forward, but must do so without
nostalgia.
We have to make some tough decisions over the
viability of a Summer Pub Series ’08.
We cannot ignore that runner expectations have
changed.
When we race we expect directions that are idiot
proof, car parking to be easy and water to be
available on the course as well as the finish.
We want times to be accurate, won’t tolerate
mistakes and the results published online the
next day.
We want to pre-enter, have photos online and be
able to tell our loved ones where to watch us on
the course.
We want traffic to stop and let us through, we
want to run through fields empty of livestock and
gates that are opened.
Whilst our club can achieve most of these most
of the time the stresses of organising races is
growing.
Next year I will be unable to give so much time
over to the race series.
Other key members are going to be in a similar
position.
The AGM will soon be upon us.
This will be a key part of the agenda, please put
some thought into what you think the club
should do.
In the mean time enjoy what’s left of summer,
look forward to winter and enter a race or two –
just don’t forget to thank the marshal as you
pass!
Rob

BEACON BATCH FELL RACE
Report from new TACH members: father and son, Dickie and Patrick Scallon
‘An introductory fell race,’ says the form.
‘Fancy a bit of that, me!’ says my son.
So, giving my beloved Tuesday circuit class a miss, we proceed down the A38 – only
to hit a torrential downpour of biblical proportions, complete with thunder and
lightning.
On arrival at the Langford Inn, the deluge has all but stopped, and we begin getting
changed while nodding hellos to some familiar faces.
We meet up with fellow TACH runner, Pete Kennedy, who is after a good time. He
tells us about the course, and how the second climb is almost unrunnable – he isn’t
joking!
A fifteen minute walk across soggy fields takes us to the start, where race director,
Roger Hart briefs us. He was a little apprehensive about the lightning and was close to
calling the race off, he informs us. Once we’re on the top, if there is any thunder, the
race will be abandoned – and we’re to get down off the hill A.S.A.P. as he doesn’t
want any of us being struck by lightning!
OK? GO!
It is as Pete said – a lung bursting assent, a brief respite – then the second climb, so
steep, in fact, that nearly all of us are walking! I make it the top – where my body is
just beginning to accept what is happening to it. I look around for my son – he’s too
far ahead and a quick glance behind tells me I’m nearer last than first!! Never mind –
well I do – what the hell! I press on to the trig point and the mud and the water, where
I manage to pass two woman-runners. [Probably Liz Green - who practically lives on
the course – and Orienteering veteran Jackie Hallett – Ed]
The top bit over, some marshals point us down the hill. It’s a rocky and treacherous
descent and I begin picking my way down – it’s there that the two women steam past
me – putting me firmly in my place. Respect goes to them – they were brave, skilful
and quick on the drop. Me – I have a healthy fear of falling – and, I don’t mind
admitting, I’m a chicken hearted descender!
I make it to the finish – without falling – where I find my son Patrick is delighted with
his time.
The banter and camaraderie is good fun as we make our way back to the pub, where a
pint of Butcombe goes down a treat!
I was delighted to be told that Patrick had won his age group (16-18) representing
TACH - Well done son!!
Just to finish off – a very tough but enjoyable five-miler – just glad the storm never hit
the race!! Now that would have been something!!
[So it would! So it would – as we found out when we did a version of this route in
training a year or two back - Ed.]
PK: 7th in 38:47, PS: 23rd (1st) in 42:59 and RS(VP): 47th in 50:26

COTSWOLD WAY STATISTICS
Leg

Start

Runner

Place

Time

Distance

Ascent

1

Chipping
Campden

John Mc
Donough

28th

1:40:29

12 miles

414m

2

Stanway

Tim Charles

7th

1:29:35

12 miles

555m

3

Cleeve
Common

Mat Addis

60th =

1:45 (oot)

8.5 miles

370m

4

Seven Springs

Frank Brady

41st

1:57:20

12.5 miles

372m

5

Cranham
Corner

Ruth Pitchers

47th

1:50:25

12.5 miles

284m

6

Ebley Mill

Jason Pitchers

26th

1:20:49

9 miles

530m

th

36

1:13:43

7 miles

275m

rd

1:28:03

12 miles

405m

7
8

Dursley
Wootton

Chris Bloor
Martin Byrd

3

th

9

Old Sodbury

Maria Powell

30

1:18:12

9 miles

250m

10

Cold Ashton

Sue Baic

52nd =

1:45 (oot)

10 miles

245m

Cotswold Way Spirit
(from our website)

THE COTSWOLD WAY
Way back when…the Beacon Batch Race provided an opportunity to relive the
excitements of the Cotswold Way Relay, because it always took place on the
following Tuesday. However, since it has been adopted by Weston AC, who do not do
the relay, it has got out of synch and now takes place a week early. So, Cotswold Way
bores need to find another forum.
Last year, I was a sub left on the touchline and whinged on about it in Rough Running
News – so this year I was rewarded with a crack at Sue’s leg – that is leg seven from
Dursley to Wootton-under-Edge. This is the shortest leg, so I had a really good run,
until the patent lace on my Timberland trail shoes snapped as I was coming off the
final hill into Wootton. Consequently, all the people I had overtaken on the way along
the top from the Tyndale Monument got their own back on the road to the finish. But
– credit where it’s due – Timberland did stump up with a brand new pair of shoes!
Libby and I got to the end of leg 8 at the Dog at Old Sodbury to make contact with
Maria Powell from Nailsea who’d stood in at the last minute. We saw her off and also
saw Martin Bird in. He finished 3rd, our highest place. He overcame considerable
difficulties in getting to the start at Wootton, because he had written off his van on the
way in Nailsea. Luckily, he was able to borrow his brother’s car to get there.
We then saw Maria finish well at Cold (also wet and windy) Aston, and headed off to
Bath to see Sue Baic complete the Glory Leg.
We had cancelled the Barbie at our house for two reasons. Firstly, it was raining, and
secondly, I thought people ought to congregate at the finish to see our last runner in
and wait for the results. But there were only three of us, Mat, Libby and me to see Sue
finish. She was in considerable pain as she was suffering from plantar fasciitis (I
think that is what she said), which caused her to lose concentration and wander from
the true path three times on her way into Bath. Consequently, the officials had cleared
off when Sue and those who had followed her limped across the line.
The three of us were glad that we had waited for her, but not so pleased with our
experiences at Bath Rugby Club. For a start, there was no proper beer and there was
the mother of all cock ups on the results front. I got to chat to some of the oldest
competitors, who were probably about my age – which did not make me feel any
more positive, so we cleared off to the Salamander. There we were joined by Pete
Brown and Di.
There were other sterling efforts earlier in the day, of which I have no direct
knowledge. I notice that Sue’s friend Tim Charles came 7th on the Stanway leg, and
Mat tells, me he got lost on his.
If anyone has not had enough of the Cotswolds, I have recently received notice from
the Long Distance Walkers’ Association that they are putting on a 25-mile Cotswold
Challenge on September 29th. The challenge is to complete the circular course from
Birdlip in under10 hours. Runners as well as walkers are welcome but start at 9-30
instead of 8-30. I intend to give it a go in order to get some ideas about how to
organise the 45-mile Green Man Challenge.
CB

URBAN ESCAPE ROUTE
Thanks to Easy Runner and John McD, I am the proud recipient of £150 worth of new
Puma running kit for winning a competition that I didn’t actually enter. The challenge
was to devise a route from Easy Runner out into the countryside of 45 minutes (as
opposed to 45 miles).
I believe I won the prize because I mentioned to Richard in Easy Runner that the first
route in Crossing Boundaries could be adapted quite easily, since it goes past St
Michael’s Church, where Phil hoped to create new premises for Easy Runner. He
must have mentioned it to the Puma rep.
I duly demonstrated the route for the benefit of Puma, who will use it, together with
some publicity photos, in an ad in a future issue of Runners World. It took me fortyfour minutes, fifty eight point one seconds running time (excluding photo stops). The
route goes out to the Clifton Suspension Bridge from St Michael’s Church via St
Michael’s Hill, Tyndall Avenue, Elton Road, Queen’s Road, Pembroke Road and
Clifton Park. After a loop through Ashton Park, passing the Green Man, the route
returns via the Ashton Railway Bridge, Cumberland Basin, Hotwells harbour-side,
Brandon Hill and Park Row.

We’ll probably do it as a club run from Zero Degrees over the festive season.
By the way, the Puma Trail Fox II shoes are excellent. I wouldn’t have chosen them
in a shop, because they felt too tight at first; but they feel wonderful now.
CB

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL…..
Overleaf is a renewal of Membership form. If you joined after 1st April
2007, you do not owe any money. However, I would be grateful if you
could fill in contact details to make sure that I have them correctly.
Everyone else, I would appreciate early receipt of forms and ‘dosh’ so I
can get details to UK Athletics to whom we are now affiliated. They will
be producing membership cards in the not too distant future. In the
meantime your current TACH ones will do. If you have any problems
getting discounts etc. do let me know. Thanks. Libby.
AGM.
You will see on run list date of AGM. Everyone is welcome to the run and
the meeting. Please bring a bottle – food will be provided. Any items for
the agenda (e.g. nominations) to John McDonough a.s.a.p.
CONGRATULATIONS……
To P.K. (Pete Kennedy) and Michelle on the birth of their son Isaac. There
was supposed to be a pic. here…. (come on Pete where is it? !)

!!Membership Now Due!!
Due!!

TOWN AND COUNTRY HARRIERS
MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL FORM *
FOR 1st September 2007 – 31st August 2008

Name:………………………………………………………………………………….
Address:………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………….
Post Code:…………………………………………………………………………….
Telephone Number:………………………………………………………………...
Mobile Number:……………………………………………………………………..
E-mail address:……………………………………………………………………...
First Claim Club:…………………………………………………………………….
(if paying second claim membership)
Date of Birth (if new member)
……………………………………………………………………..
Subscriptions are:are:-

Single first claim membership £10.00
£10.00
Joint first claim membership

£15.00

Second claim membership

£ 7.00

Prompt payment would be appreciated as your membership has to be
recorded with, and a fee paid to, U.K. Athletics in October.
* If you joined after 1st April your renewal is not required until 1/9/08.
Please complete and return (with cheque payable to Town and Country
Harriers) to Libby Bloor, 161, Wellington Hill West, Henleaze, Bristol
BS9 4QW.
Thanks,
Libby.

